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ABSTRACT
Conte xt. Nowadays, mobile applications and services have occupied an essential part in our

daily life. We use them to fulfill our needs for communication, news, or entertainment.
Within a fierce competitive market, mobile applications need continually improvement
through collections of user feedback to satisfy users’ needs. However, in mobile applications,
lack of a comprehensive consideration in designing feedback mechanism makes it difficult to
efficiently collect user feedback. It shows only approximate one third online user reviews
that contain helpful information for improvement. In addition, users may be disturbed by
feedback request, result in rejecting to provide feedback.
Obje ctives. This study aims to provide a comprehensive consideration for elicitation of user
feedback in mobile applications.
Methods. This study followed a mixed qualitative-quantitative research approach. Firstly, we
conducted an experiment and a semi-structured interview to investigate how do users
provide feedback when they are using a mobile application. Then a content analysis and a
statistical analysis were conducted for analyzing collected data.
Resul ts. Users’ preference of feedback approaches and the encouraging/discouraging factors
for users to provide feedback were identified. We also assessed user-perceived suitable
timings for interruption of feedback request.
Conclus ions. The result shows, generally, users prefer to provide feedback when asked by
feedback request. Three encouraging factors and Three discouraging factors are identified.
The beginning of mobile application execution is perceived as best moment for interruption
of feedback request. In addition, this study also provides a three-time-dimensions approach
for researching disturbances caused by interruption of feedback request as well as other
peripheral information.
Keywords: User Feedback, Feedback Mechanism,
Feedback Approach, Feedback Request
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, mobile applications and their services have occupied an essential part in our
daily life. We use them to fulfill our needs for communication, news, or entertainment. With
a fierce competition, users’ degree of satisfaction for a mobile applications relies on two
essential factors: the expectation of application and the perceived experience of application
[1]. As a mirror, user feedback not only reflects users’ expectations but also their perceptions
of the mobile application. Through collecting and understanding user feedback, mobile
applications are improved to win and retain customers [2].To measure user’s satisfaction of a
software product, a well-known indicator,
There are two approaches, push- and pull-approach, to collect user feedback [3]. Pushapproach means the feedback is pushed by user, while pull-approach means the feedback is
pulled from users. To specify each feedback approach in most mobile applications, feedback
is provided through online reviews when users intend, which is corresponding to pushapproach. And feedback is provided when users are asked by feedback request, which is
corresponding to pull-approach.
However, unsuitable feedback mechanism makes the approaches for collection of feedback
difficult in mobile applications. In push-approach, users usually provide online reviews
without the information that may help improvement of mobile applications [4]. In pullapproach, as a branch of peripheral information, feedback request usually disturbs users
[5][6]. For those problems, lack of a comprehensive consideration makes difficulties in
designing feedback mechanism in mobile applications, even though there are some
researches that separately contribute to feedback approaches. For examples, in pushapproach, some data-mining methods are proposed to find helpful online reviews for
improvement of application [7], but only approximately one third reviews contained helpful
information, such as bug reports, scenario descriptions, feature requests [8][9][10]. In pullapproach, as a peripheral information, feedback request and its disturbances in users’
primary task of mobile applications are researched indirectly [5][11][12].
Therefore, to provide a comprehensive consideration for elicitation of user feedback in
mobile applications, this study investigated users’ preference of feedback approaches, the
factors that encourage or discourage user to provide feedback and user-perceived suitable
timings for interruption of feedback request. This study followed a mix qualitativequantitative research method, an experiment was conducted for collecting quantitative data,
at the end of experiment, a semi-structured interview was conducted for collecting both
qualitative and quantitative data. At the end of this study, a comprehensive consideration was
provided for design of feedback mechanism in mobile applications. Also, a three-timedimensions approach was proposed for researching disturbances caused by interruption of
not only feedback request but also other peripheral information.
This study is expected to make several contributions for various stakeholders in elicitation of
user feedback for mobile applications. For product managers, identifying users’ preference
of feedback approach will help them decide the priorities of feedback approaches that
acquire user feedback to understand how their products satisfy users. Moreover, the
encouraging, discouraging factors and user-perceived suitable timings for interruption of
feedback request will help developers design proper feedback tools to collect effectively
feedback from users. In addition, an appropriate feedback mechanism may also help users to
understand what and how the software product they are using, which means through
reviewing other users’ feedback, a user can properly build familiarity, functional dependency,
and emotional attachment in the mobile application she is using [13]. Finally, the threetime-dimensions approach will help researchers identify interruptive moments within a
software system execution for investigating disturbances caused by peripheral information.
3

The reminder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a background and related
works. Section 3 describes research questions, experiment design, semi-structured interview
design, and threats to validity. Section 4 presents the results and describes the process of
analysis to answer each research question. Section 5 discusses the results and future works.
Section 6 concludes the study.
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RELATED WORK

With the rapidly changing market and fierce competition, it is important for mobile
applications vendors to achieve users’ satisfaction. As a mirror of satisfaction, user feedback
reflects users’ expectation and perception of mobile applications [2]. User feedback is valued
as an important evidences to know “taste” of users in mobile applications market [14]. User
feedback, as an initial input of requirement engineering, is understood as the first step for the
further improvement of mobile applications [3].
In software requirement engineering, there are two communicate approach for feedback
mechanismes to collect user feedback [3]: a) Push-approach (user initiated), in which
feedback is pushed by user through different channels, such as email, groupware system (e.g.
social network, forum and application platform). b) Pull-approach (application company
initiated), in which feedback is pulled from user in different channels, such as perpetual beta
test, workshop, interview, and survey.
However, as the majority of mobile applications market, small and medium application
vendors are hard to bear huge cost for building direct relationship with user to collect
feedback, such as face-to-face interview, workshop, and large-scale test bed [15].
Considering this point, two widely-used feedback tools (approaches) corresponding two
communicate approaches, are used for collecting user feedback in mobile applications: a)
Online reviews that is provided by users in sEmbedded feedback link (or report issue link) is
used by user to give feedback, iswhichcorresponding to push-approach. b) Feedback request
(popup window) asks users for feedback, which is corresponding to pull-approach.
Each feedback tool (approach) has its advantages. Generally, both approaches can make
application vendor feedback from a larger number of users [16]. Particularly, for both
feedback approaches the feedback can be easier collected when users feel extremely satisfied
or extremely dissatisfied with their system [17]. Individually, as a user initiated approach,
feedback link (or report issue link) push-approach has numbers of channels for users to
provide feedback the from users. As an application-vendors-initial approach, pull-approach
can quickly collect feedback in particular situation or from aimed users [18]. For instance,
collecting users’ opinion after the new feature released, or collecting feedback from users
who have used the application more than one month.) In addition, both approaches can
collect feedback in qualitative and quantitative measures. A qualitative measure can provide
a verbal description from user where rich information could be included, such as problem
domains, user needs, or general opinion about the application. A quantitative measure can
provide evaluation of application with numerical data,f for application. Mean Opinion Score
(MOS) is used quantitative metric that scaled from 5 to 1 (Excellent, Good, Fair, Bad, Poor)
where users assign to their satisfaction to the application [19].
However, shortcomings are also lying in feedback mechanisms of mobile applications. Even
though, in push-approach, user feedback can be collect feedback from many channels, but
through those channels users usually provide feedback without helpful information which
may help evolution of application. Some studies [8][9][10] show that the observation of
online reviews (e.g. provided in Apple Store or Twitter) acquire only approximate one third
reviews that contain helpful information (including bug reports, scenario descriptions,
feature requests, etc.) which would help developers improve quality of applications. In pullapproach, as a branch of peripheral information which defined as “nonessential information
4

that is helpful or of interest to the user but not necessarily related to the user’s current task”
[5], feedback request also has some shortcomings as same as other peripheral information.
Some studies revealed that bad-timed interruption of peripheral information is perceived as
disturbance to users. For instance, an early interruption, especially when user is learning or
cognizing current task, is disturbed for users [6]. Too frequent interruption could be also
perceived as disturbed behavior [20].
Some solutions to those problems are proposed separately. In order to acquire helpful
information from user reviews, some studies propose some data mining approaches for
improving the observation of online reviews [10][21]. To mitigate disturbance caused by
peripheral information, through introduction in the study [6], we found some timing-decision
strategies for dealing with interruption of peripheral information in the context of computer,
but not in mobile devices.
Multi-Communication and Visual Strategies for Interruption: Macfarlane [11] proposes
four strategies, which are immediate, negotiated, mediated, and scheduled, for coordinating
interruption in human-computer interactions. Other studies balance [22][23] interruptions of
peripheral information and awareness of users in computer tasks through visual strategies,
such as graphic or textual information for representing peripheral information. Each of these
strategy depends on a pre-application for sensing user’s attention before system decides
when and how to interrupt the user’s current task. For example, monitoring user’s response
time for a peripheral information during the execution of user’s primary task, and then
decide when to interrupt. However, it is difficult for developers to acquire that sensory
information when they design feedback mechanism in mobile applications.
General Strategies for Interruption: Some studies [12][24] generally locate the
interruption of peripheral information at beginning, middle, or end within a computer task. In
this strategy, a task execution is divided into three phases: planning, execution, and
evaluation. For the single-thread task, the division could be extended to sub-task which also
include three phases. For the parallel-thread task, three phase are executed in parallel and
controlled by an independent single controller. However, this strategy for locating of
interruptions is over simple for evaluation of disturbance caused by interruption in the
middle of task.
Event Perception: The study [6] proposed a task model, where an execution of task is
decomposed hierarchically into coarse level and fine level in human mind based on the
psychological studies [25][26][27]. The authors deemed that in the middle of task execution,
the best moment for interruption of peripheral information should be in coarse level.
However, the moments for interruption at fine level were not considered (the details will be
discussed in sub-section 3.2.3).
After literature review we found that in mobile applications, the feedback mechanism for
collection of feedback was researched in fragmentally, but not entirely yet. That lack of a
comprehensive consideration of feedback mechanism makes difficulties in designing
feedback mechanism for collection of feedback in mobile applications. The problem is
reflected in two feedback approaches. In push-approach, even though data mining
technologies improve the observation of online reviews, but only approximately one third
use reviews could be found to help improvement of mobile applications. In pull-approach,
even though some strategies were proposed for mitigating disturbance caused by interruption
of peripheral information in the computer environment, but we doubt the same consequence
would equally happen in the context of mobile devices. Since users may have different habits
when using a mobile device comparing with using a computer. For instance, a user would
carry a mobile phone rather than a computer to listen music when she is running on the street.
Therefore, users may have different habits to deal with interruption of peripheral information
when they use mobile devices. In addition, none of previous studies uses feedback request as
peripheral information to investigate strategies for mitigating disturbance caused by
interruption. However, feedback requests obviously has stronger relationship with the
5

primary task than other peripheral information, such as breaking news headline, stock market
updates or advertisement, which the previous studies used.

3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1

Objectives

As discussed earlier, online user reviews and feedback request, as two low-cost approaches
for collection of user feedback, are widely used by mobile applications. But the gap within a
comprehensive understanding of two feedback approaches makes difficulties in designing
feedback mechanism in mobile applications. Therefore, in this study, we aim to identify
users’ preferences of feedback approach to help the product manager select priorities of
feedback approach when collect feedback. We also aim to identify the factors that may
encourage or discourage users to provide feedback through two approaches. Finally, to
mitigate disturbances caused by feedback request, we aim to identify user-perceived suitable
timing for interruption of feedback request. The identifications of factors and user-perceived
suitable time will help developers design proper feedback tool for effectively collecting user
feedback.
According to the aims, we summarized following objectives:
OBJ1: Understanding users’ preference of feedback approaches (i.e. writing online feedback
reviews or asked by feedback requests) to provide feedback in mobile applications.
OBJ2: Finding out the factors that may encourage or discourage users to provide feedback
in mobile applications.
OBJ3: Understanding user-perceived suitable timings for interruptions of feedback request
in mobile applications.

3.2

Research Questions

For above objectives this study is designed to answer three research questions. Each research
question is described as follows:
RQ1: What is the users’ preference of feedback approaches in mobile applications?
Description: Based on discussed earlier, some channels are considered in both feedback
approach. In push-approach, the channels are application platforms (i.e. Apple Store and
Google Play), Social networking platforms (i.e. Facebook and Twitter), special forum (i.e.
game forum), and “feedback link” or “issue report link” embedded in mobile applications. In
push-approach, there is only one channel, feedback request (popup window) in mobile
applications. Through the answer to this question we want to identify what approaches and
channels do users prefer to provide feedback in different context.
RQ2: What factors that encourage or discourage users to provide feedback in mobile
applications?
Description: Identify some factors that may encourage or discourage users to give feedback,
in order to support designing feedback functionality.
RQ3: What are the user-perceived suitable timings for interruptions of feedback request in
mobile applications?
Description: Since feedback request is the only channel in pull-approach for most mobile
applications and an improper-timing initiation may disturb users. Therefore, this research
question is the core in this study. Based on the discussion earlier, an early interruption of
peripheral information when a user is learning or familiarizing a software product could be
perceived as a disturbance to user. Therefore, this research question focuses on only those
users who have rich experiences with a mobile application and identifies suitable timing they
perceived for interruption of feedback request in that mobile application.
6

3.3

Study Design

This study follows a mixed qualitative-quantitative research approach [28]. In order to
answer RQ1, RQ2 and part of RQ3, by following the interview guide [29][30], an semistructured interview was conducted to collect both qualitative and quantitative data that
refers to users’ preferences and motivations when they provide feedback about a mobile
applications. The semi-structured interview mitigated misunderstandings between
researchers and participants, since each question was explained by face-to-face
communication [30]. In order to answer the rest part of RQ3, based on the experimentation
guide [31], an experiment was conducted for collecting and analyzing quantitative data to
assess user-perceived suitable timings for interruption of feedback request. The experiment
controlled the effects of human factors (e.g. experience, cognition of applications)
[25][26][27] on the user-perceived suitable timings for interruption of feedback request.
During the experiment and the semi-structured interview, a mobile game, Pokemon Go, was
selected as an objective application for collecting both qualitative and quantitative data about
feedback approach. Figure1 present an overview of study design. In data collection phase,
firstly, participants’ demographic information and their experience of Pokemon Go were
collected. Secondly, in the experiment the participants were expected to perform some tasks
within Pokemon Go, meanwhile feedback requests were sent to interrupt participants at
different moments within the task executions and their responses were recorded. Finally, at
the end of experiment we conducted a semi-structured interview where the qualitative data
was collected through the questions related to the suitable timing, users’ preference of
feedback approaches, encouraging and discouraging factors. The detail of experiment and
semi-structured interview will be discussed in sub-section 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. After the data
collection, both qualitative and quantitative data were analyzed to answer each research
question.

Figure 1 Overview of Study Design

3.3.1

Selection of Mobile Application

Pokemon Go1 was selected as objective mobile application, where researching how users
provide feedback, for number of reasons. Firstly, since an early feedback request, especially
during learning phase in the usage of an application, has been regarded as a disturbing
behavior to users [6]. Therefore, the target participants in this study are those users who have
1

http://www.pokemongo.com/en-uk/
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come through the learning phase of the objective application usage. Pokemon Go, as a very
popular game in 20162, has many loyal and experienced users who could be appropriate
candidates as target participants. Secondly, based on the experimentation guide [31], in order
to achieve the more general and reliable result, the experiment should be conducted in real
software project with professional staff (or real user). Considering this point, Pokemon Go
could provide large population of real and experienced users for our experiment. Thirdly,
Pokemon Go has medium structural complexity which could be divided into several tasks
with high distinguishability. That means, the relationship between the response of feedback
request and task complexity could be investigated in the experiment. Finally, even though
large number of users were delighted by Pokemon Go, but at the first release of Pokemon Go,
some quality problems, such as sever breaking down, user failing to login, functional error,
application crashing, etc, were often encountered by users. Therefore, we could investigate
how users provide feedback not only when they are satisfied but also dissatisfied.

3.3.2

Participants

Before the experiment and semi-structured interview, a pre-questionnaire was conducted to
acquire participants’ demographic information and their experience levels of Pokemon Go.
Thirty real users, who varied in age, nationality, education level, and occupation, were
recruited as participants in this study. Most of participants (29 participants) have rich
experience with Pokemon Go. The experience was measured by the level of participants’
role in Pokemon Go. If the level was higher than level 5 (including level 5), that means the
participant have already used and understood all the features in Pokemon Go.

3.3.3

Experiment Design

The purpose of experiment was to collect quantitative data for investigating user-perceived
suitable timing for interruption of feedback request. The experiment was conducted with one
group participants. Every participant was asked to perform four tasks in Pokemon Go,
meanwhile they were interrupted by several feedback requests at different moments within
tasks execution. Their responses to the feedback request was recorded to assess userperceived suitable timing for interruption of feedback request. The detail of experiment was
discussed as following steps:








Selection of hardware and software.
Design procedure.
Introduce task model for identifying interruptive moments in Pokemon Go.
Identify interruptive moments within task execution in Pokemon Go.
Make prediction for suitable interruptive moments.
Selection of hypothesis testing method (see sub-section 3.2.5).
Test hypotheses (see section 4).

A. Hardware and Software
We used two Iphone6 mobile phones. One was for participants to perform the tasks were
expected. The other mobile phone was used by researcher to send feedback request during
the participants performing the tasks. Two applications, Pokemon Go and Wechat, were
installed in both mobile phones. Wechat is a message application. When the user receives a
message from Wechat, the content of message is shown up as a notification in Iphone6. The
notification is able to interrupt the user’s performance of current task. We used this method
to simulate interruption of feedback requests when participants were performing the tasks in
Pokemon Go (see Figure 2).

2

https://www.similarweb.com/blog/pokemon-go
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Figure 2 Feedback Request in Pokemon Go

B. Procedure
Before the experiment all participants were informed with the introduction and purpose in
written and oral, then a consent process was made with the participants. At beginning of the
experiment the tasks that expected to complete in Pokemon Go were shown to participants.
Then participants were informed that several feedback request (as Figure 2 presents) would
interrupt task execution at different moments and they were asked to accept any feedback
request when they perceive it is a suitable moment for interruption. During participants
performing the tasks, one researcher sent feedback request to interrupt the participant in
particular moments which had been already decided. Meanwhile participant’s responses to
the feedback requests were recorded. At the end of experiment, a checklist of the moments
where the participants accepted the feedback request was shown and confirmed again by the
participants.
C. Task Model
Considering the generalizability of our approach, especially whether it would be applicable
for other mobile applications with different feature’s complexities, and the effects of human
factor (e.g. participants’ cognition) on accepting interruptions, we introduced task model [6]
to identify interruptive moments within Pokemon Go. Task model was proposed for dealing
with interruption caused by peripheral information during task execution. The model
presents a system (application) execution through hierarchically decomposing a software
system into three levels, system (application) level, coarse level, and fine level (see Figure 3).
Task model was built from psychological perspective, when users using a software system or
application, they cognize each feature (or task) through a process from coarse to fine. In
coarse level, features are largely cognized by introduction and broad actions. While in fine
level, more precise and related actions (i.e. sub-feature or sub-tasks) are cognized. Task
model provides us with a general approach to present execution of application and dealing
with the effect of human factors. Based on this model, we proposed a three-time-dimensions
approach to identify interruptive moments for sending feedback request in Pokemon Go.

9

Figure 3 Task Model

D. Identification of Interruptive Moments
Based on task model, we proposed a three-time-dimensions approach to identify interruptive
moments for sending feedback request in Pokemon Go and control human factors during
experiment. Along with the time of application execution, we classified interruptive
moments into three time dimensions, application dimension, feature dimension, and subfeature dimension (see Figure 4). Then we located those moments where feedback requests
were sent in Pokemon Go (see table 1). Application dimension is within the time line in
system level. The interruptive moments in this dimension are located at beginning, middle,
end of the system (Pokemon Go) execution, which were categorized by beginning
breakpoint, middle breakpoint, and end breakpoint. Feature dimension is within the time line
in coarse level. In this dimension features (or tasks) are executed. Therefore, the interruptive
moments are located either between the two features (or tasks), or within a feature (or task)
execution, which were categorized by the coarse breakpoint and the fine breakpoints. Subfeature dimension is within the time line in fine level. In this dimension only one category,
fine breakpoint, exists. The fine breakpoints are located at the end of sub-task (or sub-feature)
execution.

Figure 4 Interruptive moments within application execution
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After identification of the interruptive moments (breakpoints) in task model, we mapped
those breakpoints’ location in Pokemon Go’s execution. As table 1 shows, we selected four
features as the tasks for each participant to perform in ordered (from T1 to T4). Each task
contains different number of sub-tasks. The moments for interruption of feedback request
were located along with participants entering each sub-task’s page. Every interruption of
feedback request stands for different categories of breakpoint and respectively corresponding
to the three time dimensions (as table 1 shows). The participant’s response to each feedback
request was recorded in order to assess user-perceived timing for interruption of feedback
request through comparing the probability of accepting each category breakpoint.

Tasks/features
T1: Start
Pokemon Go

T2: Fight in
gym

T3: Heal a
Pokemon

T4: Catch a
Pokemon

Sub-tasks
(where feedback
request showed)

Breakpoints in
application
dimension

Breakpoints in feature
dimension

T1: Enter the
main page
T2.1: Enter Gym
page
T2.2: Enter
Fighting page
T2.3: Enter
Fighting
summary page
T2.4: Return to
main page
T3.1: Enter Item
page
T3.2: Enter
Healing page
T3.3: Return to
main page
T4.1: Enter
Catching page
T4.2: Enter
Pokemon
summary page
T4.3: Return to
main page

Beginning
breakpoint

Coarse breakpoint
Fine breakpoint
Fine breakpoint
Fine breakpoint

Breakpoints in
sub-feature
dimension

Fine
breakpoints
Fine
breakpoints
Fine
breakpoints

Coarse breakpoint
Middle
breakpoints

Fine breakpoint
Fine breakpoint
Coarse breakpoint
Fine breakpoint
Fine breakpoint

End
breakpoint

Fine
breakpoints
Fine
breakpoints
Fine
breakpoints
Fine
breakpoints

Coarse breakpoints

Table 1 Interruptive moments in Pokmon Go

However, in sub-feature dimension only one category, fine breakpoints exist, which means
we couldn’t assess suitable timing through category of breakpoint in sub-feature dimension.
Therefore, we used task complexity to distinguish those fine breakpoints (see table 2). For
instance, an interruption of feedback request (fine breakpoint) showing up in a sub-task with
low complexity is more probably accepted than those ones that showing up in high-complex
sub-task. In this study, the complexity of sub-task was easily classified by high and low,
which relates with the degree of concentration paid by participant. We measured
participant’s concentration to each sub-task through two perspectives, the original difficulty
of each sub-task and the number of clicks performed in each sub-task. In other word, a subtask with high complexity means it is more likely to be failed and needs more clicks to
complete. Therefore, in sub-feature dimension, fine breakpoints were differed by level of
complexity of each sub-task. And then the probabilities of accepting a feedback request
11

within a low-complex or a high-complex sub-task were compared for assessing better
moment for interruption of feedback request.
Sub-tasks (where
fine exist)

Degree of original
difficulty

Number of clicks

Complexity level

T2.1: Enter Gym
page
T2.2: Enter Fighting
page
T2.3: Enter Fighting
summary page
T3.1: Enter Item
page
T3.2: Enter Healing
page
T4.1: Enter
Catching page
T4.2: Enter
Pokemon summary
page

Easy

1-5

Low

Difficult

15-30

High

Easy

1-3

Low

Easy

1-2

Low

Easy

2-5

Low

Difficult

5-10

High

Easy

2-5

Low

Table 2 Complexity level of sub-tasks

E. Prediction of suitable interruptive moments
We made three predictions for suitable interruptive moments respectively corresponding to
the three time dimensions. In application dimension, it has been revealed that an early
feedback request is perceived as a disturbance to beginner users [5] [23]. Therefore, the first
prediction is that the beginning breakpoint is the worst moment for interruption of feedback
request in application dimension. In feature dimension, based on the task model theory [6],
at coarse breakpoint having completed a feature (or task) which contains several sub-tasks, a
user already well understood that feature (or task), meanwhile the user is using less mental
resources and paying more attention for peripheral information [32][33]. Therefore, the
second prediction is that the coarse breakpoint is better for interruption of feedback request
than fine breakpoint. In sub-feature dimension, based on the study [11], the complexity of
task has impact on the acceptance of peripheral information. Therefore, the third prediction
is that the fine breakpoint within low complex sub-task is better for interruption of feedback
request.
Based on the above predictions, we formulated three null hypotheses for the experiment:
H0-1
The probabilities of accepting feedback request at beginning breakpoint, middle
breakpoint, and end breakpoint have no significant difference in application
dimension.
H0-2
The probabilities of accepting feedback request at coarse breakpoint and fine
breakpoint have no significant difference in feature dimension.
H0-3
The probabilities of accepting feedback request within different complex sub-task
have no significant difference in sub-feature dimension.

3.3.4

Semi-structured Interview Design

The purpose of semi-structured interview was to collect qualitative data for all of research
questions and quantitative data for RQ1, moreover semi-structured interview also ensured
the data we collected was the exact data that expected to be measured. The semi-structured
interview will be discussed as following details
 Hardware and software.
12




Procedure of the semi-structured interview.
Questionnaire of the semi-structured interview.

A. Hardware and software
We provide participants with a laptop to answer a questionnaire which was stored and
accessed to Google Form3.
B. Procedure
At the beginning of semi-structured interview, a question about the RQ3, “Why would you
accept the feedback request at those interruptive moments” was asked firstly. Then the
questions about RQ1 and RQ2 were asked a long with the order in the questionnaire (stored
in Google Form). Each question was explained specifically, as possible as avoiding
participant misunderstanding the question and giving a wrong answer that useless in later
analysis. In addition, the questions were not compulsive for participants who could refuse to
answer any question in the questionnaire.
C. Questionnaire
During the semi-structured interview, the participants were asked by a questionnaire which
simulated two categories of scenario, satisfied and dissatisfied in Pokemon Go. Based on the
theory that users tend to provide feedback when they are satisfied or dissatisfied with the
system [18][17], each scenario was simulated through one question as follows:
--- Scenario that participant feel satisfied with Pokemon Go --On general level, if you like this game, would you give feedback to this game?

□ Yes □ No
--- Scenario that participant feel dissatisfied with Pokemon Go--Would you like to report this issue(s)?

□ Yes □ No
The issues (see appendix) in dissatisfied scenario were some quality problems that were
often encountered by users at beginning of Pokemon Go release. Those issues were listed
and selected before participant answer this question.
The structure of questionnaire shows in Figure 5, in each scenario, two kinds of questions
(Question1 and Question2) were asked for collecting data to answer RQ1 and RQ2
respectively.
Question1 was closed-end and multiple-choice question for answering RQ1. In Question1
there were four channels (Option A, B, C, D) corresponding to “push-approach”; One
channel (Option E) corresponding to “pull-approach”; and one other option, in case there
was any other channel that was not identified by researchers in pre-study. The result showed
that only one participant selected this option but did not specify what the other channel is, so
his answer was neglected.
Question2 included two questions which were open-end question for answering RQ2. The
factors that encourage or discourage participants to provide feedback would be found
through analyzing the answers to these questions. The detail of two kinds of question shows
as follows:

3

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/18aenYpvLPF8_Q8VEoWoMYUmujvRAzYFrDugZGeCxPZ4/edit
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--- Question 1 --What channel(s) would you like to provide feedback?

□ A.

I would like to report this issue when I write a review on application platform.
(e.g. Apple store, Google play)

□

B. I would like to provide feedback when I post a review on social media. (e.g.
Facebook, Twitter)

□ C. I would like to provide feedback when I post a review on game forum.
□ D. I would like to use "feedback link" or “report issues link” in the application.
□ E. I would like to provide feedback when I am asked for feedback by application's
popup window.

□ Other: ___________________
--- Question 2 --Why would you select this channel(s)?
__________________________________________________________________
Why would not you provide feedback?
__________________________________________________________________

Figure 5 overview structure of questionnaire

3.3.5

Data Analysis Method

Inductive content analysis, statistical analysis, and simplified content analysis were used for
answering research questions. To answer RQ1, we used statistical analysis to describe
participants’ preference of feedback approaches. To answer RQ2, inductive content analysis
was conducted to find out encouraging and discouraging factors for participation to provide
14

feedback. Finally, to answer the core research question, RQ3, firstly hypothesis testing was
conducted to test three null hypotheses; And then we used statistical description for
identifying user-perceived suitable timing for feedback request; Finally, we used a simplified
content analysis for participants’ quotes, in order to find out why they perceived those
particular moments are suitable timings for feedback request.
A. Inductive Content Analysis
Since the prior research about the phenomenon that the factors encourage or discourage users
to provide feedback, was limited. Thus, based on the study [34], we conducted an inductive
content analysis to answer RQ2. The inductive content analysis started with the qualitative
data that participants’ answers to why they provide feedback through a particular feedback
channel and why they would not provide feedback. The details of the analysis were
conducted as following steps:
Step 1- Preform target codes: Firstly, all participants’ answer was quoted in a Word
document. Then we separately analyzed those quotes, each researcher manually highlighted
all terms as target codes that could have some relations with the encouraging and
discouraging factors from participant’s perspective. For example: “I want to interact with
developers to provide more detailed feedback.” we highlighted “interact with developers” as
the related factors.
Step 2- Form sub-categories of codes: We classified the target codes through discussing the
conflict and syncing the idea about selection of codes. The target codes that were synonym
or had similar meanings were classified into same category. The classification helped us to
rename and create the sub-categories under encouraging and discouraging factors. The subcategories reduced the amount of target codes and increased the understanding of the factors.
For example, the target codes, “interact with developers”, “I want to provide feedback face
to face with developers”, all referred to the interaction with developers as a sub-category.
Step 3- Form categories of codes: We identified the categories based on a general overview
of sub-categories. Each category was identified based on the relationship that between each
participant’s selection and her explanation to her choices. As an example, one participant
selected report issue link to provide feedback, and her answer was “I want to interact with
developers”. While another participant selected application platform to provide feedback,
and her answer was “I can get fun to discuss with people in the same area”. Therefore,
communicative environment was identified as an encouraging factor. The details of
categories will be discussed in sub-section 4.2.
Step 4- Perform abstraction: We performed an abstraction based on the categories. And
abstraction led to a general descriptions of the factors that encourage or discourage
participants to provide feedback. An example of abstraction is showed appendix.
B. Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis has two parts, hypothesis testing and statistical descriptive analysis,
to answer RQ1 and RQ3.
For RQ1, firstly the probabilities that participants selected both feedback approaches were
calculated based on the collected quantitative data (details will be discussed in sub-section
4.1). Then a null hypothesis is tested. The hypothesis is that there is no significant difference
between the probabilities that participant select push- or pull-approach to provide feedback
in mobile applications. Since this hypothesis has one factor (the feedback approach) with
two treatments (push- and pull-approach) and the collected date is not normally distributed.
Therefore, Wilcoxon method was used (see table 4) to test hypothesis. Finally, statistical
descriptive analysis was used to investigated participants’ preference of feedback approaches
when they are satisfied and dissatisfied with the objective application (Pokemon Go).
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For RQ3, as the core research question of this study, we firstly used hypothesis testing to
reject three null-hypotheses. And then a statistical analysis was used for describing the
differences that participants accepted feedback requests at different breakpoints within
execution of Pokemon Go. We used R4, which is a programming language for statistical
computing and analysis, for both hypothesis testing and statistical descriptive analysis.
Kruskal-Wallis method was used for testing H0-1, and Wilcoxon was used for testing H0-2
and H0-3. The selection of hypothesis testing method was based on characteristics of the
experiment (see table 3), then we mapped those characteristics on the criteria [31] for
selection of hypothesis testing method (see table 4). The three hypotheses have some same
characteristics: 1) Only one independent variable (factor). 2) The natural of data (dependent
variable) is non-normality. 3) The collected data was paired, since the human factors (e.g.
participant’s experience and cognition) could be controlled in the experiment. However, the
treatments were different in each hypothesis.
In H0-1

Three treatments were that interruption of feedback request showed up at
beginning, middle, and end breakpoint in application dimension. And each
response to feedback request was recorded as the dependent variable.

In H0-2

Two treatments were that interruption of feedback request showed up at coarse
and fine breakpoint in feature dimension. Also, each response to feedback
request was recorded as the dependent variable.

In H0-3

Two treatments were that interruption of feedback showed up within highcomplex and low-complex subtask in sub-feature dimension. Also, each
response to feedback request was recorded as the dependent variable.

Hypothesis
H0-1
H0-2
H0-3

Number of independent
variable (factor)
One
One
One

Number of
treatments (levels)
Three
Two
Two

Table 3 Characteristics of experiment

Natural of
data
Non-normality
Non-normality
Non-normality

Natural of sample
Paired (one sample)
Paired (one sample)
Paired (one sample)

Table 4 Overview of parametric/non-parametric tests for different designs

C. Simplified content analysis
This analysis was used for support the result of RQ3. After the experiment, participants were
asked why did accepted the interruption of feedback request at those particular breakpoints.
The qualitative answers were simply categorized based on step 3 of inductive analysis,
which means corresponding to participants’ experimental quantitative data their qualitative
answers were directly classified and analyzed. For example, a participant who accepted
feedback request at beginning breakpoint and gave the answer as follows: “It would be a pop
up window in the main page because it feels more natural.” Therefore, the beginning
breakpoint may be perceived as a moment with small disturbance to participants, if more
4

https://www.r-project.org/about.html
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similar answers were found. The purpose of this analysis is to ensure the results of the
experiment.

3.4

Threats to Validity

The threats to validity were analyzed based on their classification in experimentation [31]
and Quality of content analysis [34]. Each classification of threat in this study was discussed
below.
Conclusion validity, this validity is about the reliability of the results obtained by this study.
At the beginning of data collection phase, a pre-questionnaire was conducted for
guaranteeing the data was collected from those real users who had rich experience with
objective application (Pokemon Go). In the data analysis phase, for RQ1, Wilcoxon test was
used to measure difference within users’ preference of both feedback approaches. And then
statistical descriptive analysis was used to identify users’ preference of feedback approaches.
Moreover, the results of RQ1 also could be tested by the answers to RQ2 (see Figure 5). For
RQ2, we used inductive content analysis in which misapplication of participants’ quotes was
an important threat to validity. To mitigate this threat, a process which included guideline for
reviewing and analyzing original quotes from participants, was defined before starting
inductive content analysis. Then two researchers separately obeyed the guideline to select
target codes from original quotes. Even though two researchers under the same guideline for
selecting target codes, biases still existed. To migrate this threat, if different target codes was
selected, two researchers would discuss their conflicts in coding idea result in making an
agreement to their idea of selection. During the interpreting the target codes to the result, the
same procedure, separation and sync, was conducted. For RQ3, both statistical analysis and
simplified content analysis were conducted for mitigating the threat to reliability of results.
Firstly, two hypothesis tests (Wilcoxon and Kruskal-Wallis) were conducted to rejected each
null-hypothesis. Then statistical description was used to achieve result. Finally, a simplified
content analysis was conducted for finding out reasons which verified the result of statistical
analysis.
Internal validity, this validity is about causal relationship between treatment and outcome,
in which the factors of a result are controlled. In the experiment, to mitigate the threat that
factors were not controlled, we introduced three-time-dimensions approach for identifying
interruptive moments for feedback request. Through this approach, application execution
was divided into three time dimensions. During each dimension same level of task was
executed, which reduced the influence that the degree of participant’ cognition of application
on whether the feedback request was rejected or accepted.
Construct validity, this validity is about whether measured the data that expected to
measure. To mitigate threat to this validity, the data was derived from real context where real
application (Pokemon Go) was selected as objective application and real users were recruited
as participant in this study. During data collection phase, firstly, a process of consent was
made with participants before starting experiment and semi-structured interview. In addition,
in order to increase understandability, the experiment was explained by textual, oral, and a
video. At the end of the experiment, a semi-structured interview was conducted, each
question was explained by textual and oral, which in order to avoid participants’ confusion
caused by misunderstanding. In addition, in order to decrease misinterpretation, the answers
to each question were typed by participants themselves and recorded in Google Form.
Finally, during semi-structured interview, the researchers could detect and correct the
mistyped words.
External validity, this validity is about the generalization of the results. To mitigate the
threat to this validity, an application (Pokemon Go) with medium feature complexity was
selected, and the tasks for participants had high distinguishability in complexity. In addition,
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participants varied in gender, age, nationality, education level, occupation. To make the
study generalized, similar research should be designed and conducted for other application
and other group of user in future research.

4

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

As Figure 6 presents, 30 participants were recruited in this study. They are varied in their age,
education level, nationality, and occupation. Only one participant had little experience with
Pokemon Go, thus her data was excluded by this study. The analysis and result of this study
will be discussed in this section.

Figure 6 Participants' demographic information

4.1

User’s Preference of Feedback Approach

Based on the Question1 (in section sub-section 3.2.4), push- and pull-approach were
distinguished by their channels (see table 5). This section investigates participants’
preference of feedback approaches through the probability that participants selected each
channel.
Push-approach
Channel A

Application platform

Channel B

Social networking platform

Channel C

Game forum

Channel D

Feedback link or report issues link

Pull-approach

Channel E

Popup window

Table 5 Channels in feedback approach
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Since Question 1 was a multiple-choice question, which means participants could select
more than one feedback approach to provide feedback. Therefore, we didn’t found
significant difference within users’ preference of both feedback approaches. However, we
still deem that the users’ preference of feedback approaches can be investigated and
identified through the statistical analysis that describes the probabilities that the participants
selected each feedback channel (option in Question1).
We investigated users’ preference of feedback approaches through calculating and
comparing the probability that participants selected each feedback channel (option in
Question1). For example, assume the probability that participants selected channelA as PA,
therefore PA = NA/NP where NA is the total number of times that channel A was selected, and
NP is the total number of participants (29 participants). Therefore, the probability that
selected of pull-approach is PPull = PE. In addition, we were also interested in the probability
that the participant did not select any feedback channel, which was PNone = (1-PA)(1-PB)(1PC)(1- PD)(1- PE). Therefore, the probability that selection of push-approach is PPush = 1 - PE
- PNone. Then statistical analysis was used to describe two comparisons (see table 6) for
investigating participants’ preference of feedback approaches and channels. In comparison1,
push-approach and pull-approach was compared; In comparison2, each channel was
compared with each other.
Comparison1

Comparison2

PPush, PPull and PNone compared with each
other

PA, PB, PC, PD, PE, and PNone compared with
each other

Table 6 Comparisons in each scenario

Based on the structure of questionnaire, the two comparisons were conducted in two
different scenarios, satisfied and dissatisfied. The result show that PNone in satisfied scenario
(0.36366) was greater than that in dissatisfied scenario (0.182767). However, whether there
is a significant difference between satisfaction and dissatisfaction was not verified. In
addition, within those participants who did not provide feedback, 33.3% participants would
accept feedback request (popup window) to provide feedback in satisfied scenario, and
16.0% participant in dissatisfied participant, which means feedback request (popup window)
could encouraged participants to provide feedback. This result also made part contribution to
RQ2, which will be discussed in sub-section 4.2. The following sub-sections will detail the
hypothesis test and each comparison of feedback approach and channel in each scenario.
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4.1.1

Satisfied Scenario

A. Preference of feedback approaches

Figure 7 Participants’ preference of feedback approaches when satisfied

There was no significant difference between the probabilities that participants selected pushor pull-approach when they were satisfied with the objective application (Pokemon Go),
through Wilcoxon test (=0.458 P-value > 0.05 with confidence interval CI = 0.95). However,
through the statistical descriptive analysis, we found that participants preferred using pullapproach to provide feedback when they were satisfied with the application (Pokemon Go).
While, there were still considerable participants who would not provide feedback using those
two approaches. As Figure 7 presents, the probability that selection of pull-approach
(0.36667) is greater than selection of push-approach (0.2697). While the probability that
participant would not select none of those approaches is nearly equal to the probability that
selecting pull-approach.
B. Preference of feedback channels

Figure 8 Participants’ preference of feedback channels when satisfied
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As Figure 8 presents, participants preferred using popup window (feedback request),
comparing with other channels (which all belong to push-approach), when they were
satisfied with the application (Pokemon Go). Within push-approach, application platform
was the most popular channel for participants to provide feedback, while social networking
platform and game forum were equal. In addition, the probability that participants select
feedback link (which embedded in the application) was the smallest.

4.1.2

Dissatisfied Scenario

A. Preference of feedback approaches

Figure 9 Participants’ preference of feedback approaches when dissatisfied

Also, when participants were dissatisfied with the application (Pokemon Go), there was no
significant difference between the probabilities that participants selected push- or pullapproach, through Wilcoxon test (=0.571 P-value > 0.05 with confidence interval CI = 0.95).
As Figure 9 presents, in dissatisfied scenario, participants’ preferences of pull- or pushapproach were nearly same (the probabilities are nearly equal). While the probability that
participant selected none of both approaches is smaller than the probability that participants
did select both approaches to provide feedback. That means more participants would like to
use push-approach or pull-approach to provide feedback in dissatisfied scenario, comparing
to in satisfied scenario.
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B. Preference of feedback channels

Figure 10 Participants’ preference of feedback channels when dissatisfied

As Figure 10 presents, the probabilities of selecting popup window and report issue link are
nearly equal. Therefore, participants preferred using popup window (feedback request) or
report issue link when they were dissatisfied. And again, the probabilities of selecting social
networking and game forum are equal, but smaller than the probability of selecting
application platform.

4.2

Encouraging and Discouraging Factors for Feedback
Mechanism

Based on the Question2 and the structure of questionnaire (see section sub-section 3.2.4), the
encouraging and discouraging factors (see table 7) were identified through conducting an
inductive content analysis among the answers to Question2. Each factor will be discussed in
this sub-section.
Encouraging factors
Communicative environment
Seasonable feedback request
Friendly feedback functionality

Discouraging factors
Neglect of feedback and
no response (Lack of interaction)

Table 7 Encouraging and discouraging factors

4.2.1

Encouraging Factors

A. Communicative environment
This factor includes two aspects, interaction with developers and interaction with other users.
Interaction with developers: Some participants doubt the importance of feedback the
provided, since they though that their feedback was usually ignored by developer. Therefore,
participants would like to interact with develop and get response or support from them.
“We users can give suggestions through feedback and the developers can improve their
products. But according to my experience, the feedback I gave did not be adopted and may
be ignored. I want the developers attach more importance to my feedback.”
“I want to interact with developers to provide more detailed feedback”
“Developers can view the feedback in order to view what problems people are facing”
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“Forum you can easily get support by other users or developers experiencing the same issue
or have a fix for it.”
Interaction with other users: Also, participant would like to interact with other users. Some
participants were interested in sharing and review ideas about the application with other
users of friends.
“I can get fun to discuss with people in the same area.”
“It would be more of an incentive to discuss with others. Just sending something in that you
feel strongly about and put time into thinking through and then knowing if anyone even reads
it or what they think about it gives you incentive to send it in.”
“Social media is the best way to express your (my) present feeling. My friends in this social
media will know my feeling and it will affect most of my friends…”
B. Seasonable feedback request
In advance, we found some clues that feedback request could encourage participants to
provide feedback through one of results from RQ1. Also, we found some evidences from
quotes of participants. Sometimes the value of feedback for reporting issues was ignored by
participants. But if a seasonable feedback request was activated when the issues happened,
participants would be encouraged to provide feedback.
“I was angry when the app crashing. If there is a pop-up window shows after crashing, it can
let me report the issue immediately”
“I will not to give feedback by myself, only when I am asked by pop-up window”
“It is efficiency. It is easy to report my issue by popup window, when it shows up.”
“…the popup window will give me a chance to do the feedback immediately.”
“Reporting in application popup window is much easier for an average user.”
C. Friendly feedback functionality
Friendly feedback functionality mainly contain two aspects, less steps for submission and
less-words description of content (e.g. the description of issues). During the semi-structured
interview, we provide two examples of friendly feedback tool, submit issue report with
screenshot and display of feedback link by shaking mobile phone (see appendix).
“It is easy to give general feedback. Sometimes I do not need to write anything, only need to
leave a star rating.”
“It is easy way to report problem, I do not need to skip to another link to provide feedback. It
is good if they have that feature [display the feedback link by shaking the phone] in the app,
it is make easier to find the feedback link.”
“I do not want to type some many words to describe what I want to report.”
“As it is now the feedback link is pretty much hidden away and I doubt anyone even
considers sending in a report, unless they're stuck with an error for days.”
“I would like to tip screen to obtain report screen [submission of screenshot] but less steps.
Skipping to official website [from application] is a stupid way that gives users bad feeling.”

4.2.2

Discouraging Factors

Any opposite to those encouraging factors could be a discouraging factor which would
disturb participants, discouraging them to provide feedback.
“Some of the stages of Pokemon Go might be a bit frustrating due to pop-ups, for an
example when battling against another player you get a popup that might disturb you’re
playing.”
“…I do not want to type some many words to describe what I want to report”
“…Skipping to official website [from application] is a stupid way that gives users bad
feeling”
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However, the neglect of feedback (lack of interaction) would mostly discourage participants
to provide feedback. Most participant who would not provide feedback, since their former
feedback was usually neglected and few responses received from application company (or
developers).
“...but according to my experience, the feedback I gave did not be adopted and may be
ignored. I want the developers will be much accounted of my feedback.”
“… [I would not provide feedback because] I don’t think my feedback would be valued.”
“… If the app will provide some benefits and improvements [support] to my specific
problems, I would like to give the feedbacks and reviews.”
“I've already seen the same feedback I've would have given, [so I don’t want to provide
feedback]”
“I gave some feedback about my feeling about the game, but sometimes I can see the same
review as mine. At that time, I think my feedback is useless, because some people did the
same thing.”
“Feedback mechanism is not interactive.”
“Firstly, I don't think the company will care about my idea.”

4.3

User-perceived Suitable Timings for Interruption of
Feedback Request

The user-perceived suitable timing was assessed through comparing the probability that each
participant would accept the interruption of feedback request at different breakpoint
(moment) during they performing tasks. The probability was calculated by this formula, P =
Macceptances/Nbreakpoints. For instance, in total, three times that Participant1 went through
coarse breakpoints during she preforming the tasks (Nbreakpoints = 3). And only once that
Participant1 accepted the interruption of feedback request at those coarse breakpoints
(Macceptances = 1). Thus, the probability that Participant1 would accept an interruption of
feedback at coarse breakpoint is 33.33%.
The result of experiment showed that the beginning breakpoint, the coarse breakpoint, and
the fine breakpoint within low-complex sub-task are the best moments for interruption of
feedback request in their own time dimension. In addition, the frequency of feedback request
was perceived as low as possible. In order to achieve reliable result, a simply content
analysis was then used after statistical analysis. This section details the analyses in three time
dimensions and frequency of feedback request.

4.3.1

Application Dimension

H0-1 was rejected through Kreskas-Wallis test with confidence interval (CI) = 0.95. Through
the result from R (Figure 11) shows the P value was smaller than 0.05. Therefor the
probabilities that participant accept interruption of feedback request at beginning, middle,
end breakpoint are different.

Figure 11 H0-1 Kruskal-Wallis hypothesis test for H0-1 using R

As the Figure 12 presents, in application dimension, beginning breakpoint’s value of median
and mean probability to acceptance are greater than other two categories breakpoints’
probability. Therefore, participants preferred the beginning of application as the best moment
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for interruption of feedback request in application dimension. However, between middle and
end breakpoint, even though middle breakpoint’s median was greater than end breakpoint’s,
but its mean value was smaller than end breakpoint’s. Since the data we measured was not
normal distributed and the population of data was not big. But we still found some evidence
that indicated that participant perceived the end of application was better than middle of
application for interruption of feedback request, through simplified content analysis. In
addition, this indication was also proofed in feature dimension in which coarse breakpoint
was perceived better than fine breakpoint. Sometimes coarse breakpoint could become an
end breakpoint, but fine breakpoint is always a middle breakpoint (see Table 1).

Figure 12 Boxplot-Probability of acceptance in application dimension

To find out the reason, we conducted a simplified content analysis through the quote from
participants. The similar observation was also found in qualitative motivation from
participant. At beginning breakpoint, participant thought it was the lowest disturbing
moment during performing the tasks. There are some example quotes from participants who
selected beginning breakpoint only.
“It would be a pop up window in the main page because it feels more natural.”
“As a game user, there will be more attractive and relaxed when I am start an app. Before I
start playing the game, I can take my time to giving some reviews probably.”
“The Page A is the home screen page and the popup window is really smooth without lag.”
At middle breakpoints, participant thought most the feedback requests had negative
influence on their performance in the task, and even some would negatively influence the
application performance itself. For examples,
“Because other options are not good to popup window. For example, when we finish a gym,
we need to add our pokemon to the gym, there is not enough time to give feedback. Some
other options are the similar, it will interrupt the process of the game.”
“because I do not want to give feedback while I am playing pokemon go. pop-up window is
uncomfortable for us (players) while we are concentrating on playing this game.so I think it
is the best timing when I enter the main page to popup feedback windows, it won't influence
we enjoy this game.”
“… I hate I am paused when I playing excitedly.”
“…The Gym popup page is not so comfortable to use because of the inaccurate positioning
of the GPS...”
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At end breakpoint, participant thought they would have more time and relaxed to provide
feedback. For examples,
“At the end of the game because I can dedicate time for the feedback and also without any
interruptions”
“Before I finish each tasks, I don't want to be stopped to answer any questions.”
“It’s less irritating, basically the pokemon is caught and I’m relaxed.”

4.3.2

Feature Dimension

H0-2 was also rejected through Wilcoxon test with confidence interval (CI) = 0.95. Through
the result from R (see Figure 13) shows the P value was smaller than 0.05. Therefor the
probabilities that participant accept interruption of feedback request at coarse and fine
breakpoint are different.

Figure 13 Wilcoxon hypothesis test for H0-2 using R

Figure 14 Boxplot-Probability of acceptance in feature dimension

As the Figure 14 showed, in feature dimension, coarse breakpoint was perceived the better
than the fine breakpoint for interruption of feedback request. We also conducted simplified
content analysis to find out reasons. Through the observation of quotes from participants, we
found out that, at coarse breakpoint, participants having completed each sub-feature, they
had relatively more time and attention on thinking feedback, since the feedback request had
relatively less disturbance to participants in the middle of tasks performed. For examples,
quotes from the participants who accepted interruption at coarse breakpoints,
“Because that at E and H I just finish my mission and become relaxed, at that time the
window will not disturb me and maybe I have some advices of the missions or something else.
At that time maybe I want to share my feelings about this game.”
“You have been playing for a while and got a good feel about the program.”
“There is less interactions in those pages, in the space between each mission I have
relatively free time.”
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“Because when finished the fighting, I was at a relative relaxed moment without desire for
next task, so I would give feedback at this moment.”
While at fine breakpoint, participants perceived disturbed by feedback request. For example,
“Except once at beginning, all of popup windows had badly influence on me, I didn’t want it
show up anytime when I was playing”
“At that two time points, I have enough time to think about what I want to write about the
feedback. At other time points, I only want to play the game and do not want to be bothered
by pop-up window.”
“because when start I don't want to be break in the game.”

4.3.3

Sub-feature Dimension

H0-3 was also rejected through Wilcoxon with confidence interval (CI) = 0.95. Through the
result from R (see Figure 15) shows the P value was smaller than 0.05. Therefor the
probabilities that participant accept interruption of feedback request at the fine breakpoints
within high-complexity and low-complexity are different.

Figure 15 Wilcoxon hypothesis test for H0-3 using R

As Figure 16 shows, both high-complex and low-complex breakpoint has same middle
quartile of probability. Since few acceptances (21 out of 66 acceptances) was given in this
dimension where only fine breakpoints exist. But there was no acceptance was given to the
fine breakpoints within high-complex sub-task, meaning no participant would like to provide
feedback when feedback request showed up in a high-complex sub-feature. Therefore, a fine
breakpoint within low-complex sub-feature was perceived better than those fine breakpoints
within high-complex for interruption of feedback request.

Figure 16 Boxplot-Probability of acceptance in sub-feature dimension

Through simplified content analysis we found the reason that the interruptions in highcomplexity sub-task were perceived as highest disturbed moment. Since at those moments
that participants were most concentrating on the tasks. While in low-complexity sub-task,
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participants felt relaxed, having more attention for dealing with feedback request. For
examples,
“Some of the stages of Pokemon Go might be a bit frustrating due to pop-ups, for an
example when battling against another player you get a popup that might disturb your
playing. But when healing a pokemon and such there isn't any stress involved.”
“Because other options are not good to popup window. For example, when we finish a gym,
we need to add our pokemon to the gym, there is not enough time to give feedback…”
“because I do not want to be interrupted when I am fighting in the gym. when you focus on
the finding a pokemon, a pop-up window will interrupt me.”
“…when you fight pokemon you want to focus on just that. You don't do anything when the
application has just started so option A is no problem, the same goes for when you are
healing your pokemon.”
“…The summary page works really good without displaying any sort of errors. The item
healing page is really quick without any lag. The popups in the healing pages F, G, H does
not hang that frequent. While catching pokemon there is a bit lag but the summary popup
displays without and sort of delay.”
In addition, through statistical analysis we found that participants would be more probable to
accept an interruption of feedback request when they finish a high-complexity sub-task.
Since the mean probability (0.1845) that the acceptance of fine breakpoints at the end of
high-complex sub-tasks was greater than the probability (the highest was 0.1333) that
selection of any other fine breakpoint. Through quotes of participants, we also found some
evidences that if a participant succeeded in the high-complex sub-task, she would be more
self-satisfied than other moments during performing tasks and more probably accept
feedback request. Some quotes from the participants who accept a feedback request at end of
high-complex sub-task.
“Catching a monster [high-complex sub-task] satisfies me most and other procedures will
bother me.”
“when I catch a pokemon [high-complex sub-task], I will feel excited, maybe I will accept to
do the feedback.”
“Because I finished this mission [high-complex sub-task], I will feel happiness.”

4.3.4

Frequency of Feedback Request

Addition to user-perceived suitable moments, the suitable frequency for interruption of
feedback request was also assessed. After the experiment, we were interested in how many
acceptances of feedback request that each participant accepted. As the Figure 17 shows, we
found that most participants (15 out of 29) accepted feedback request only once and no one
accepted feedback requests more than six times, even though there were totally 11 feedback
requests for each participant. That means the more number of times that feedback was
accepted, the less number of participants were there. Therefore, we speculated that the userperceived suitable frequency of feedback request should be as low as possible. Also, we
found some evidences through simplified content analysis,
“If the pop-up window only shows up for one time, in the beginning, I think it is the best
timing. Because I will not be disturbed when I am playing the game.”
“Except once at beginning... I didn’t want it show up anytime when I was playing”
“You have been playing for a while and got a good feel about the program. Only once”
“Actually I do not like any pop-up window. But I think if the window will be shown in the
beginning, it is a better timing than others.” (this participant accepted feedback request only
once)
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Figure 17 Distribution that the number of participant along with increasing number of times that
feedback was accepted

5

DISCUSSION

This study investigated user’s preference of feedback approaches in mobile applications
through comparing the probabilities that users select feedback approaches. There are two
feedback approaches, push- and pull-approach, for users to provide feedback [15]. Even
though users are free to select feedback approaches, but users’ preference of feedback
approaches is different when they are satisfied or dissatisfied with a mobile application.
Generally, users prefer pull-approach to provide feedback. Particular, users more probably
use those two feedback approaches when they are extremely dissatisfied with a mobile
application, this result align the study [17]. Individually, in satisfied situation where users
like a mobile application on general level, pull-approach is preferred. While in dissatisfied
situation where users encounter quality issues within a mobile application, users’ preferences
of pull- and push-approach are nearly equal for providing feedback. In addition, one channel
(feedback request) within pull-approach and several channels (social networking, application
platform, application forum, and feedback or report issue link) within push-approach were
also investigated. The channel of feedback request is highest preferred in both situations
(satisfied and dissatisfied). However, in push-approach users’ preference of channels is
different. The channels of social networking and application forum are preferred in the same
degree in both situations. While the channel of application platform is preferred in satisfied
situation. The channel of report issue link is preferred in dissatisfied situation, which is a part
of reasons why approximately only one third online reviews on some open platforms (i.e.
application platform, social networking platform) have helpful information, such as bug
reports, scenario descriptions, feature requests, for developer to improve application [9][10].
Since through report issue link user reviews will be submitted to the mobile application’s
official website, but those reviews are usually prevented from external access in most mobile
application.
Based on user’s preference of feedback approach, the factors that encourage or discourage
user to provide feedback were investigated. The encouraging factors are communicative
environment, seasonable feedback request, and friendly feedback functionality. Users would
like to interact not only with developers but also with other users when the provide feedback.
Interaction with developer support users to solve issues, encouraging them provide more
information or details within feedback. Interaction with other users who are friends or using
the same mobile application, encouraging users to provide and share reviews about the
29

application to open platform (i.e. application platform, social networking platform, or special
forum). However, users are sometimes lazy to provide feedback or write many words of
description in feedback. That laziness of user also partly explains why a few online reviews
contain helpful information for improvement of application[8][9][10]. However, if a
seasonable feedback request is activated when an issue happens, users would be encouraged
to report the issue. Moreover, the friendly feedback functionality that includes less steps for
feedback submission and less description of feedback content would encourage users to
provide feedback. In this study, we provide two examples of friendly feedback functionality
in the mobile application (see appendix). Addition to the encouraging factors, discouraging
factors was also investigated. Generally, any opposite to encouraging factors would disturb
users, discouraging them to provide feedback. Especially, neglect of feedback (or lack of
interaction) is the most discouraging factor. Some users deem their former feedback was
usually neglected and few responses received from application company (or developers),
therefore they refuse to provide feedback.
The user-perceived suitable timings for interruption of feedback request was assessed as core
in this study. Firstly, considering the generalization of research approach and controlling
effects of human factors (i.e. user’s cognition), a three-time-dimensions approach and an
experiment were introduced to assess proper interruptive moments for feedback request. We
found user-perceived suitable time related to user’s experience level of the application,
cognition of the task, and emotion status. In the application dimension, the beginning of
application execution was perceived as best moment for interruption of feedback request. It
seems an opposite result to previous study [6] which reveals an early interruption of
peripheral information is perceived as disturbance to users. Actually, the results of these two
studies are not contradictory. Since the subjects in two studies’ experiment had different
experience levels with objective applications. In the study [6], subjects had little experience
with objective application in the experiment. However, in this study the subjects (29
participants) have rich experience with the objective application (Pokemon Go). Thus before
starting the experiment, the subjects have already well understood each feature and structure
of the application (Pokemon Go). Therefore, the beginning of application execution is
perceived as the best moment for interruption of feedback request in all time dimensions. In
feature dimension, the end of each feature was perceived as best moment for interruption of
feedback request. Since during performing each feature, the subjects’ cognitions and
performances might be different from previous experience. Therefore, at the end of feature,
subjects have a clear cognition of the feature that they just completed and leave more mental
resources for thinking feedback. This result aligns previous study [6]. In sub-feature
dimension, the moment within high-complex sub-feature execution was perceived as worst
moment. But at the end of high-complex sub-feature, users would more probably accept a
feedback request, since users would be happier or more self-satisfied if they achieve a
success in a high-complex sub-feature. This result aligns the study [17] that revealed users
would like to provide feedback when they are extremely satisfied when using an application.
Finally, this study also assessed the user-perceived suitable frequency of feedback request,
revealing the frequency should be as low as possible and the best frequency is only once
within a single application execution. This result aligns the study [7] that reveals too frequent
interruption of peripheral information is perceived as disturbance to users.
This study is limited in number of participants and category of mobile applications. So the
generalization of the result might be influenced. In future, other studies with more participant
and different categories of application will complement current study. Also, the effect of
user’s satisfaction on providing feedback will be assessed in future research. In addition, the
effects of task’s complexity on providing feedback will be also evaluated in future to
complement this study.
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6

CONCLUSION

User feedback is essential, but for collecting effective feedback designing the suitable
feedback mechanism is important. To win and retain customers, mobile application venders
need a comprehensive consideration in designing a proper feedback mechanism including
proper feedback approaches and tools for collecting of feedback request.
This study comprehensively investigated the feedback mechanism in the mobile application
through observing how did 29 real users provide feedback to a real mobile application
(Pokemon Go). A mixed qualitative-quantitative research approach was used to analyze
qualitative and quantitative data that collected from an experiment and a semi-structured
interview.
This study made several contributions for various stakeholders of mobile application and
researchers. Firstly, identifying users’ preference of feedback approaches and channels helps
product managers decide priorities for selection of feedback approaches or channels when
they want to collect and observe user feedback. Secondly, identifying the factors that
encourage or discourage users to provide feedback, and user-perceived suitable timings for
interruption of feedback request help developer design proper feedback tool for collecting
user feedback. In addition, a proper feedback mechanism also helps users build familiarity,
functional dependency, and emotional attachment to a mobile application [13]. Finally, the
three-time-dimensions approach helps other researchers who want to investigate the effects
of peripheral information’s interruptions on users’ primary task in software system.
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APPENDIX

8.1

Common Quality Issues in Pokemon Go

Based on the categories of issues that user complained in iOS App Store [17], eight common
issues in Pokemon Go were identified. The dissatisfied scenario was simulated through
recalling participant with these issues in the semi-structured interview. Table 8 shows the
description of each issue and approaches for recalling participants (more details see the
questionnaire link in sub-section 3.2.4).
Issue ID

Issue categories

Issue 1

Feature request

Issue 2

Function error

Issue 3
Issue 4

Application
Crashing
Network Problem

Issue 5

Privacy

Issue 6

Resource Heavy

Issue 7

Interface Design

Issue 8

Ethics

Issue descriptions

Recalling
approaches
The new feature in Pokemon Go’s next version.
Text and
Image
The Pokemon Go had some specific problems for Video
example, the GPS stops working sometimes or
users cannot transfer their Pokemon.
The Pokemon Go’s server often crashed down and Video
the application quit suddenly during playing.
The Pokemon Go responded slowly or failed to Video
login.
The Pokemon Go known where users went, how Text and
long users stayed in somewhere and others private Image
information.
The Pokemon Go consumed too much battery Text
energy and phone memory.
The users did not like the interface design of Image
Pokemon Go.
Some players used plug-in to play Pokemon Go, Text and
and they could get a higher level and got rare Image
Pokemon easier than normal players who did not
use specific plug-in. The application had not
stopped them.
Table 8 Issues in Pokemon Go

In addition, as Table 9 shows, we up-categorized those issues based on the factors in Quality
of Experience (QoE) [35].
Category
Quality of system
Context
Human factors

Issues ID
Issue 2, Issue 3, Issue 4, Issue 6
Issue 1, Issue 7
Issue 5, Issue 8

Table 9 Up-Categories of issues in Pokemon Go based on QoE
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8.2

An Example of Abstraction in Inductive Content
Analysis

Based on each step in inductive content analysis (in sub-section 3.2.5), an example of
producing abstraction is presented as Figure 18.
Perform target codes:
Quote 1: “We [as] users can give
suggestions through feedback and
the developers can improve their
products...”
Quote 2: “I want to interact with
developers to provide more
detailed feedback”
Quote 3: “I can get fun to discuss
with people in the same area.”

Form subcategories:
1. Interaction
with developers.
2. Interaction
with other users.

Form categories:
Communicative
Environment

Quote 4: “It would be more of an
incentive to discuss with others...”
Figure 18 An abstraction of encouraging factor
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8.3

Two Examples of Friendly Feedback Functionality

Through observation of real mobile applications (Google Map and YouTube application), we
found two strategies for designing feedback tool (see Figure 19 and 20) and asked
participants for opinion about these two strategies.

Figure 19 Active feedback link by shaking mobile phone

Figure 20 Describe an issue with screenshot
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8.4

Qualitative and Quantitative Data for Each Research
Question

To ensure the traceability of this study, the qualitative and quantitative data are recorded in
this section.

8.4.1

Data to Answer RQ1

Each participant’s answer to question1 in questionnaire is present as follows:
“What channel(s) would you like to provide feedback?” (Satisfied)
Table 10 shows how did each participant select each channel in satisfied scenario.

Table 10 The selection of each channel per participant in satisfied scenario
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“For better gaming experience, your feedback could help developers improve this game.
What channel(s) would you like to provide feedback?” (Dissatisfied)
Table 10 shows how did each participant select each channel in dissatisfied scenario.

Table 11The selection of each channel per participant in dissatisfied scenario
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8.4.2

Data to Answer RQ2

“What channel(s) would you like to provide feedback?” (Satisfied)
Positive answers:

39
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“Why would not you provide feedback?” (Dissatisfied)
Negative answers:
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8.4.3

Data to Answer RQ3

Each participant’s acceptance to each task in the experiment is present as table 1.

Table 12 Participants' acceptance to each task

Participants’ answer to “Why would you select this page or pages? [Why would you
accept feedback request at those moments]” (for simplified content analysis)
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